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Galets, the famous stones of Châteauneuf-du-Pape

The Weather
For the second year in a row, the vintage 
is being hailed as near-perfect in the 
Rhône, although the South has the edge 
this time. Here the winter was mild 
and the spring avoided the frost and 
hail that other regions suffered allowing 
the flowering to take place in optimum 
conditions. There followed a fine dry 
summer with hot days and cool nights 
which allowed the grapes to ripen fully 
and mature quickly. The Mistral blew 

throughout the year and the rainfall was 
well below average which meant that 
there was virtually no disease nor rot. The 
harvest started at the end of August for 
the whites and mid-September for the 
reds in perfect conditions. The North 
did not fare quite so well; hail around 
Hermitage in April caused damage. The 

spring was generally mild but also damp 
which led to problems with mildew but 
from June on the conditions improved 
allowing for a good, although relatively 
late, harvest. Overall the vintage can be 
characterised as having superb balance of 
richness and freshness. This is definitely 
one to add to the cellar!

The Wines
The 2016 vintage is being generally 
acknowledged as a great vintage in 
the Southern Rhône. According to 
Vieux Télégraphe’s Daniel Brunier it 
is: “characterised by a superb balance 
between richness and freshness, between 
great maturity and great acidity… which 
is very rare.” The Perrins at Beaucastel say: 
“it reminds us of 2010, 2000, and more 
and more like 1990… it is exceptional 
both in terms of quality and quantity 
thanks to idyllic weather conditions.” 
Michel Gonnet at Font de Michelle was 
saying to the younger members of his 
family, "just look at the grapes!" as such 
quality of fruit was so rare. Châteauneuf-
du-Pape itself has been particularly 

blessed and the wines have wonderful 
sweet fruit with very fine and precise 
tannins while also maintaining great 
freshness. Gigondas and surrounding 
areas also have wines of wonderful quality 
although a bit down on quantity due to 
slightly more irregular flowering here. 
Unusually for a top red vintage the whites 
have been very successful too due to the 
cooler nights and wonderful balance 
which is the hallmark of this vintage. In 
the North the wines are not generally 

as rich as in 2015 but are what Florent 
Viale of Domaine du Colombier called 
more ‘classic’ having lovely freshness and 
balance, a style which growers generally 
prefer over the fuller and richer vintages.

En Primeur:
What does it mean?
All the 2016 wines in this offer are 
offered ‘Lying Abroad’ or 'En Primeur'. 
This means that you pay for the wine 
itself when you place your order and the 
duty (currently £2.16 ex VAT per 75cl 
bottle for mainland UK delivery) and 
VAT at the prevailing rates on the whole 
at the time of shipment. We anticipate 
shipping these wines in late 2018 and 
early 2019.

Storage
Wines purchased from Tanners by the 
case can be stored in bond.

More information
Please ring John, Robin, Graham or 
Rachel on 01743 234455 for advice.

being hailed as 
near-perfect

“A wonderful vintage of 
concentrated, fruity and 
balanced wines”

Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
itself has been particularly 
blessed
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Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe and Famille Brunier, Bédarrides
We were met this year by Daniel Brunier’s son Edouard, now working with his father and uncle. He described 2016 as a "perfect 
year" with "very expressive fruit", backed up with good acidity, fine tannins and balance. The quality of the fruit coming in was so 
good that the sorting tables were redundant. It was a very dry year but one in which the old vines withstood the lack of water very 
well. The Bruniers are delighted with the wines throughout the range and our tasting certainly supported this with wonderfully 
harmonious wines, balanced, dense and concentrated. As Daniel says, “for a Southern Rhône enthusiast, this year is simply magical.”

White
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, Dom Vieux Télégraphe  DRW00816  6bts  £186
There is a high proportion of Roussanne in the blend (80%) giving the wine a rich creamy texture. It is deep and full-flavoured with 
nuts, apricot and a little saltiness at the end. Although some favour keeping white Rhône, we prefer them young, enjoying all those 
juicy fruit flavours. 0-5 years.

Red
 Mégaphone, Ventoux DRR01816 6bts £51
Rich and full wine from 80% Grenache and 20% Syrah, this is packed full of black cherry flavours with real depth but also the 
freshness of the vintage giving balance. Very fine, well-integrated tannins. Swish, velvety wine. 2-6 years.
 Gigondas, Terrasse du Diable, Domaine Les Pallières   DRR15216M  3mags  £105
Named ‘diabolical’ because of the severe slopes of the 400m-high vines on the beautiful Dentelles de Montmirail. We are offering 
this alongside Racines this year, but only in magnums. It is a little softer than its sibling, deep and round, black-fruited, very good 
acidity and beautiful balance and who can resist a magnum? 3-9 years.
 Gigondas, Les Racines, Domaine Les Pallières   DRR03616  6bts  £96
A wonderful Pallières with real intensity and depth, as good as we recollect in many years tasting. Violets and herbs on the nose lead 
on to a concentrated, ripe palate with layers of black fruit over ripe and well-integrated tannins and excellent freshness gives balance. 
Super wine. (Joe Czerwinski gave it a huge 93-95 points on eRobertParker.com). 3-9 years. 
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Télégramme DRR03916 6bts £111
The second wine of Vieux Télégraphe is rather splendid in 2016, from younger vines with fruit that has a redder character than its 
big brother. Elegant juicy and ripe, very smooth with peppery notes, perfect balance, lovely! 3-9 years.
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Piedlong DRR15116 6bts £141
Our third Châteauneuf from Brunier this year, the nose is spicy.  It is a lovely contrast to Télégraphe being almost Burgundian in 
style - very elegant, sweet red fruit, silky and very delicious.  We are told it is “100% Grenache with a little Mourvèdre,” work that 
out! Piedlong means big foot. 5-15+ years.
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe DRR04316  6bts £210
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe DRR04316H  12half £216
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe DRR04316M  3mags £216
A super spicy and herby garrigue nose leads to a complex, big and supple palate which is harmonious and balanced, full of intense 
rich fruit with hints of liquorice. Very complete. A very great success. We were bowled over by the quality, and length this year, and 
it is a contender for wine of the trip. 5-15+ years.
“With ripe, polished tannin and a blockbuster finish, it might just be the greatest wine from this estate to date.” Score: 96/98 Jeb Dunnuck, 
Wine Advocate, October 2017. 

The roundabout in Bédarrides Edouard opens another beauty at Télégraphe
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Corna Van Niekerk and Kelly Gonnet (above); Beaucastel (below) The bridge at Bédarrides

Château de Beaucastel & Famille Perrin, Courthézon
At Beaucastel, they describe the vintage in the South as ‘exceptional’, more balanced and elegant than the more structured 2015. 
There was a big difference between night and day temperatures in 2016 which was crucial in maintaining the balance in the grapes. 
The daytime sunshine allowed exceptional maturity to be reached on all varieties which they say is reminiscent of great vintages such 
as 2010, 2000 and 1990. We found all the wines here to be successful and we particularly enjoyed the freshness on the whites. For 
Marc Perrin, it’s his favourite vintage of the past 20 years.

White
 Coudoulet de Beaucastel, Côtes du Rhône Blanc  DRW00416  12bts  £162
You’ll find plenty of substance this vintage, with a good weight of fruit: pear, apricot and some vanillary oak binding it all. There’s a 
succulent, generous feel, but all kept in balance by a fine vein of acidity. Very good wine and it is great that we have a little more to 
offer you this year. 0-5 years. 

Red
 Vinsobres, Les Cornuds DRR12616 6bts £42 
There was less problem with drought 40km north in Vinsobres. It is 50% Grenache and 50% Syrah, black cherries and blackberry, 
spicy and long, with firm ripe tannin and good acidity. Tremendous value. 0-5 years. 
 Gigondas, La Gille  DRR15316 6bts     £72
A new selection for this offer, the fruit and freshness is a delight in 2016, very fleshy black plums, and some peppery spice. It is truly 
delicious. 0-5 years.
 Vinsobres, Les Hauts de Julien, vieilles vignes DRR10416 6bts £99
Excellent density of black fruit flavours with leathery and spicy notes, backed up with good freshness. 3-9 years.
 Gigondas, Domaine du Clos des Tourelles DRR13716 6bts     £144
Tourelles is built on a medieval site and was the first building situated outside of the village fortifications; a 3ha vineyard it is made 
up of old vines and is 80% Grenache and 20% Syrah. If the La Gille is for drinking young, the elegant Tourelles will benefit from 
keeping a little. Fine tannins, ripe stone fruit and tremendous depth of flavour. 3-9 years. 

Domaine des Carabiniers, Roquemaure
New to our offer, this is a 40 hectare, family-owned estate on the west bank of the Rhône not far from Châteauneuf-du-Pape. 
Owned by Magali and Fabien Leperchois, the fourth generation to run the domaine, it has been organic since 1997 and biodynamic 
since 2009. Production is mainly Tavel, Lirac, Côtes du Rhône and Châteauneuf, all made with minimal intervention, low sulphur 
levels and natural yeasts. Crucially for us we found the wines to be of excellent quality across the board, especially the Lirac 
from vineyards immediately around the cellar and which constitutes 15 hectares of the total area. A special mention also to the 
wonderfully fruity Tavel rosé which will appear in our main list.

 Lirac, Domaine des Carabiniers 2016 DRR14316 6bts £54
The Lirac was spicy and silky smooth, the crushed berry fruits, delightful. It has good structure, with ripe tannins and is very fresh 
on the palate. 0-5 years.
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Domaine Font de Michelle et Famille Gonnet, Bédarrides
As with the Perrins at Beaucastel and the Bruniers at Vieux Télégraphe, the Gonnets are now using ‘Famille’ to unite all the wines 
and vineyards under their control. Michel Gonnet, watching the grapes come in for the 2016 vintage, said that he had not seen such 
perfect fruit in 40 years and encouraged the younger generation to look at them as he felt they were unlikely to see such good fruit 
again in the next 40. This is another estate which is moving more towards organic viticulture and this includes Tanners Rhône Red, 
sourced from a single vineyard on the west bank of the river which will be certified organic from the 2017 vintage. 

White
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, Domaine Font de Michelle DRW06416 6bts £99
The clay soils here give the wine richness while a lovely floral nose invites you in. On the palate, good fruit, peaches and pears with a 
touch of saltiness. 0-5 years.

Red
 Ventoux, La Jeanette, Famille Gonnet   DRR10716 6bts  £27
This is a ripe, juicy, straightforward red, thoroughly delicious; the 80-year-old vines are grown at 200m giving the grapes a lovely 
freshness. Fantastic price! 0-5 years.
 Signargues, Cuvée Notre Passion, Famille Gonnet DRR01016 6bts  £36
They call this “baby Châteauneuf-du-Pape”; we can see what they mean as the nose is smoky and, in the mouth, chock full of spice 
and lovely red and black fruits. This wine has a lot of depth and is extraordinary value-for-money. 0-5 years.
 Vacqueyras, La Joséphine, Famille Gonnet DRR15516 6bts £69
Delish! was the note for this one and so it is. So fresh and fruity, the raspberry and redcurrant fruit bursting out of the glass, a super 
drink! 0-5 years.
 Gigondas, l’Olivia, Famille Gonnet DRR11816 6bts £81
This is a concentrated Gigondas showing off the spicy character of the Grenache. The 90-year-old-vines produce quite a serious wine 
with the fresh black fruit sprinkled with white pepper! 3-9 years.
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Cuvée Tradition, Domaine Font de Michelle DRR04116 6bts £111
Absolutely top notch, this has to be the best Font de Michelle we have tasted yet - this really is a great vintage. The vines here are 
between 50 and 90 years old, with 10% being a field blend of different varieties. Powerful yet elegant, with soft ripe tannins, plums 
and cherry crumble (!) and a touch of chocolate. A terrific wine! 5-15+ years.

Domaine Giraud, Châteauneuf-du-Pape
This domaine is one of the stars of the region. Marie Giraud described 2016 as "a great vintage, very ripe, full of fruit aromas" 
before adding, "it has plenty of charm and minerality due to the cool nights." Thoughtful as ever, Marie and her brother François 
are looking to plant more white varietals which can then be included with the red to help keep the alcohol levels down. She also 
emphasised how winemaking methods have changed so that wines can be drunk younger. The Girauds' wines, as always, show plenty 
of modern style, swish fruit but they never lose balance and elegance. The owner of the hotel we stayed at in Châteauneuf predicted 
that they would soon rank with the very top producers: we reckon that they are already there.

Red
 Côtes-du-Rhône, vielles vignes, Les Sables d’Arène DRR13616 6bts £57
Actually sourced from Lirac, which will appear on the label in the future. Wonderfully balanced wine with very pure red fruits, sweet 
and juicy with very fine tannins on the finish. This is no longer 100% Grenache, and the addition of a bit of Syrah and Mourvèdre 
has added to the elegance and complexity. 3-9 years.
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Tradition DRR11016 6bts £141
This is glorious, a red-fruited charmer with good backbone and minerality yet so juicy, with red currants and a touch of strawberry. 
Wonderfully soft so it can be enjoyed relatively young. From 50 to 80-year-old vines and over 60 vineyard parcels. 3-9 years.
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Les Grenaches de Pierre DRR11616 6bts £327
Spicier and more introverted than the Gallimardes at the moment. It is bursting with black fruits, cherries and spice, great 
concentration and depth backed by firm but ripe tannins. Made from entirely 100-year-old Grenache grown in sandy soils to the 
north-east of the appellation. 5-15+ years.
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Les Gallimardes DRR11116 6bts £327
Simply superb and one of our highest scoring wines of the vintage! This is from south of the village, made from 10% Syrah and 90% 
Grenache planted in 1901. Deeply coloured, there is a touch of ripe rhubarb on the nose along with the black fruit. Super-smooth 
ripe tannins and really complex flavours of black plums and cherries, raspberry, spice and mineral. 5-15+ years.
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Domaine de l’Amandine, Séguret
This 50 hectare estate is mainly in Séguret but also has parcels in Vaison-la-Romaine, Côtes du Rhône and Vin de Pays. Jean-Pierre 
Verdeau and Alex Suter make a range of wines, all sharing soft, accessible fruit. According to Alex, it’s one of the advantages of 
Séguret over nearby Gigondas for example, that the wines are softer and less tannic. Their 2016s showed lovely, attractive juiciness 
and are very suitable for relatively early drinking.

Red
 Côtes du Rhône  DRR14216 6bts £27
A juicy, fresh red-fruited beauty with lovely acidity.  Very forward with spiciness adding interest to the raspberry fruit. 0-5 years.
 Séguret DRR13516 6bts £33
 Séguret DRR13516H 12half £42
 Séguret DRR13516M 3mags £39
Another easy, delicious, wine, this is delightfully lively with ripe redcurrant notes. From 60% Syrah and 40% Grenache. For drinking 
young and for enjoying with friends - all pleasure. 0-5 years.

Domaine du Cayron, Gigondas
We were met by Roseline this year who described 2016 as a 'jolie millésime' without any problems and which has produced very 
complete wines. She is delighted to have another top quality vintage after 2015 with, for them, reasonable yields of about 29hl/ha. 
The tasting here is from foudre (large barrel), the only difference being the individual nature of the foudre rather than picking dates or 
grape variety. The foudres will be blended before bottling so our note is a composite impression.

Red
 Gigondas DRR03716 6bts £90
Lovely to go somewhere that makes just one wine, it focuses the mind, and we tasted different barrels to spice things up, with 
Roseline balancing atop a tall ladder. Brambly fruit and spice, this is quite a serious, elegant, refined style. A streak of mineral and 
very fresh - super! 3-9 years.

Clos des Cazaux, Vacqueyras
Last year the Vache brothers were describing 2015 as the best vintage they had seen, little knowing that they would have to revise 
that opinion 12 months later! Jean-Michel described 2016 as ‘amazing’ with the body of 2015 but with an extra dimension to 
the fruit, plus very fine tannins giving a perfectly balanced style that will age well. As with many estates the fruit quality here was 
excellent, requiring no sorting before fermentation. Another terrific result, with juicy, balanced, finely structured wines that continue 
to be cracking value.

Red
 Vacqueyras, Cuvée Saint Roch  DRR13916 6bts £48
Jean-Michel described this as “2015 but with more fruit”. It is really ripe and fresh fruit, plump and juicy with raspberry and 
strawberries, and has considerable depth. 0-5 years.
 Vacqueyras, Cuvée des Templiers DRR03416 6bts        £54
The only winery in the area with this percentage of Syrah, 90%, this would normally preclude it from the appellation but the estate 
has managed to get dispensation as it has been this blend for many years. Great depth (no oak) with cherries and mineral, quite 
powerful and concentrated with firm ripe tannins. It is worth waiting a few years before you broach a bottle. 3-9 years.
 Gigondas, Cuvée de la Tour Sarrasine DRR03516 6bts £63
This has the spicy intensity of a Châteauneuf, red and black fruits, liquorice and fine tannins. Worth popping the 2016 away for 5 or 
6 years, there is lots of potential here. 3-9 years.

Mathilde and Alex Suter at Domaine de l'Amandine Romain Hall at Bernardins
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Domaine des Bernardins, Beaumes de Venise
We have been buying the superb sweet Muscat Beaumes de Venise from this estate for many years, but have rather passed by the 
excellent reds that they also produce. Monastic in origin, the estate was bought by Elisabeth Hall’s ancestors in the 1820s and is now 
run by her, with husband Andrew and son Romain. We loved the reds here with their soft, ripe fruit and fine tannins but we must 
put in a word for the sublime sweet Muscat – possibly our wine of the week (see website).

Red
 Côtes du Rhône  DRR14416   6bts  £42
This sparky red is very good indeed; the ripe raspberry fruit is clean and juicy, the finish soft, round and refreshing. Super stuff! 0-5 
years.
 Beaumes de Venise Rouge  DRR14516  6 bts  £51
We associate Beaumes de Venise with the sweet white Muscat but we have clearly been missing a trick here. The red is 65% 
Grenache, 35% Mourvèdre, a deeper colour than the Côtes du Rhône, with fresh black cherries alongside some ripe red fruits and 
even cos lettuce! A beautifully balanced, refreshing wine and very satisfying. 0-5 years.

Château Courac, Tresques
Joséphine Arnaud described 2016 as "a beautiful year" with the wines having great finesse and elegance following on from 2015 
which she described as "a good year too, but different" with the tannins a bit firmer meaning that they will be best drunk after the 
2016s. Joséphine and her husband Frédéric have produced wonderful value wines for many years from this large estate. This year we 
have selected the Côtes du Rhône, not the Côtes du Rhône-Villages.

Red
 Côtes du Rhône DRR00616 6bts £27
"I tasted this with Joséphine's dog resting on my feet" said Tanners Fine Wine Manager, John Melhuish, "furry tannins, the power of 
suggestion!" This is all you want from a Côtes du Rhône: fleshy red and black fruit, those furry ripe tannins to give it some backbone 
and a touch of pepperiness. 50% Syrah and 50% Grenache. 0-5 years.

Domaine La Soumade, Rasteau
Frédéric Romero described 2016 as a ‘grand millésime’ - especially noteworthy for this freshness but also with wonderful fruit, very 
‘gourmande’ and a vintage that will age for many years. This estate calls on Bordeaux consultant, Stéphane Derenoncourt, particularly 
for the blending of the wines and you can certainly feel the Bordeaux influence in the style and structure here, although they always 
have good balance and elegance with plenty of ripeness on the tannins. Low yields and old vines give wines of real depth and 
concentration.

Red
 Côtes du Rhône DRR12716 6bts £33
From young vines, 70% Grenache and 30% Syrah. Very good acidity lifts the freshness in this full, ripe, cherry-imbued wine. Some 
meat with the spice, this is a main course Côtes du Rhône. 0-5 years.
 Rasteau, Cuvée Classique DRR02216 6bts £51
This is blended from 25 separate parcels, 70% Grenache, 20% Syrah, 10% Mourvèdre (as is the Prestige below). It has a spicier nose 
than the Côtes du Rhône. Intense red and black fruit and spice fill the mouth, with a good streak of clean acidity to balance. The 
tannins are ripe and it will drink young but keep it a little if you can. 3-9 years.
 Rasteau, Cuvée Prestige DRR02816 6bts £63
The blend is the same as the Classique but the vines are older. The result is a grippier wine with excellent concentration and depth, 
blackberry fruit, truffle and some hot spice. 3-9 years.

Les Caves Coteaux du Rhone, Sérignan du Comtat
This is a very well-run co-operative in the village of Sérignan du Comtat. Current président Pascal Duffrene does a sterling job in 
keeping the 258 growers happy and the quality high. We tasted in the attached shop, well entertained by the constant stream of 
locals coming in to fill up their plastic containers from the ‘petrol pump’ wine dispensers. As well as wines, the shop boasts a good 
range of regional delicacies and a fantastic model of village life in Sérignan. 

Red
 Côtes du Rhône Villages (Organic) DRR15416 6bts £24
Creamy and grippy, deep colour with bright, fresh, black fruits, this is a wine for enjoying young. 0-5 years.
 Arbouse, Massif d’Uchaux DRR12216 6bts £24
Massif d’Uchaux was accorded AOC status as a Côtes du Rhône Village fairly recently. It is still not recognised very much here but 
the best wines are superb value and Arbouse has quickly become a favourite with our customers. Wonderful value although we miss 
the old wacky label. Probably the best vintage so far, this is simple pleasure; juicy red fruits, soft and round with some ripe tannins 
for structure. Drink it young, it’s lovely! 0-5 years.
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Domaine Martinelle, Lafare
One of the important things for us, along with the quality of the wines, is the story. This gives a wine a sense of place and it’s 
important that there is a real person behind it. Few stories can compare for commitment with Corinna Faravel at Domaine 
Martinelle. Originally from Germany, she worked for a while at Bürklin Wolf before leaving to fulfil her dream of producing her 
own wine according to her own philosophy. This led her to the Ventoux where she purchased vineyards in 2001 with the aim 
of building a "one woman winemaking operation" making the wine in rented space in another winery. The early years were not 
easy with the downpours of 2002 and hail in 2003 totally destroying her crop. She now has 12 hectares split between Ventoux 
and Beaumes de Venise where she managed to open her own cellar in 2009. The vines are grown on organic principles and the 
winemaking is straightforward with as little intervention as possible. The wines are very pure and precise: "fruit is very important to 
me" says Corinna, something which is very evident in the 2016 vintage. "I like 2016, everything is there" she says in summary.

White
 Ventoux  DRW07016  6bts  £48
Late picked 100% Clairette gives lovely peachy notes, and herbs with saline hints and a touch of crisp lemon. Poised and beautifully 
balanced it is a little dearer than some Ventoux, but its sheer elegance makes it worth every penny. 0-5 years.

Red
 Ventoux   DRR14616  6bts  £48
A very fine, elegant style, the red fruit is restrained and attractive. Balance is everything here. Mainly red berry notes with a touch of 
blackberry, herbs and mineral, then a long dry finish with juicy fruit - super! 0-5 years. 

Domaine La Collière, Rasteau
This domaine’s style contrasts to, and complements, the near neighbours at Domaine La Soumade for, as Georges Perrot says, like 
them he loves Burgundy and the influence is very clear in his softly fruity wines. 2016 has really suited his style and he is delighted 
with the freshness and balance of the vintage with its fine, elegant tannins. We really enjoyed the wines here and felt that Georges  
had very much achieved his aim of ripeness and freshness. We look forward to tasting next year in his new cellars which we could see 
taking shape just a bit closer to the village.

White
 Côtes du Rhône Blanc  DRW06616 6bts £54
Creamy apricots and nuts sing from the glass in this rich, fresh, white - a freshness derived from 40% Clairette in the blend. A real 
charmer, we loved it last year and this year our opinion is enhanced. 0-5 years.

Red
 Côtes du Rhône DRR12916 6bts £33
Sourced from the vineyards around Rasteau the basic red is delightful: very juicy, round, ripe and clean raspberry fruit. Juicy Lucy! 
Another great value wine. 0-5 years.
 Cairanne  DRR14116 6bts £45
In contrast to the red fruit of the Côtes du Rhône, this has rich dark fruit - a very deep, big wine, with blueberries and blackcurrant. 
As with all the 2016s, it is still very fresh and the tannins very ripe. Georges Perrot has just 2ha of vines in Cairanne. 0-5 years. 
 Rasteau Cuvée des Touillères  DRR14716 6bts £45
"This is my style!" declared Georges Perrot. A deeper colour than we had seen elsewhere: sweet, ripe, black cherry fruit and fresh 
mineral and tannin, super! 0-5 years.

The sun shines on Soumade Corinna Faravel: a one women winemaking operation!
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Château du Trignon, Sablet
This property, just to the north of Gigondas, is now owned by the Quiot family who have several properties in Châteauneuf and the 
surrounding area. The vineyards are mainly in Sablet and Plan de Dieu, with a parcel in Vacqueyras added by the Quiots after they 
bought the property in 2007. We particularly liked these two whites which show off the characteristics of the varieties very well and 
also demonstrate how the freshness and balance of the vintage has produced excellent white wines as well as red.

White
 Roussanne, Côtes du Rhône Blanc   DRW06716  6bts  £36
Wonderfully aromatic on the nose, full of liquorice, blossom, lime and a touch of honey. The richness of flavour develops on the 
palate, with an extra creaminess to it. Very seductive, very mouthfilling for such a modest wine, and a property we are delighted to be 
back supporting after a couple of years away. 0-5 years.
 Marsanne, Côtes du Rhône Blanc  DRW06816  6bts  £36
In a ripe year like 2016 this is bordering on fat, and all the more satisfying for it – a lovely mouthful of good white wine. This is a 
fine example of Southern Rhône in a great vintage. Incidentally this wine scored a whopping 92 RP points in the Wine Advocate 
and look at the price! 0-5 years.

René Rostaing,  Ampuis
The second vintage for Pierre Rostaing, after taking over from his father, to follow on from the very successful 2015s. He professed 
himself very happy with the result although it was a vintage that started off with some problems, particularly mildew, something he 
describes as ‘complicated’. After June, however, things were more straightforward although the harvest was quite late. He describes 
the wines from the vintage as ‘easy to understand’, a style which will give a lot of pleasure with its generous fruit, fine, silky tannins 
and very good balance due to the slightly higher acidity which works very well. The wines are gentle after the more structured 2015s.

White
 Condrieu, La Bonnette DRW02216 6bts £225
Creamy pears, peach and banana, drying mineral and ginger with a creamy rich, lingering finish. Very harmonious, very lovely. 0-5 
years. 

Red
 Côte-Rôtie,  Ampodium DRR06416 6bts £231
The nose is floral with violets. This super Côte-Rôtie has supple sweet cherry and cassis fruit and spice. The tannins are very ripe and 
the finish long. A terrific wine with lovely concentration. 3-9 years.
 Côte-Rôtie, La Landonne DRR06516 6bts £474
Fabulous, the flavours are deep and concentrated, blueberry and cherry pie, with a touch of violet again. The tannins are more 
upfront but very fine and very smooth. Mineral and ginger along with concentrated fruit on a long, lingering finish. 5-15+ years.
 Côte-Rôtie, Côte Blonde DRR06616 6bts £525
A great wine that is a little more supple than the Landonne, offering sweet black cherry and cassis with zesty ginger spice. Serious 
stuff, elegant and very long, it would be a shame to open it too soon. 5-15+ years.

Tain l'Hermitage at night (and to the right) (Top) Our new couriers at Colombier!
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André Perret, Verlieu
André was away so we tasted with his wife Dominique.The new generation is beginning to take over here too as their daughter Marie 
will be in charge of the vineyards leaving André to concentrate on the work in the cellar. Replanting is continuing in the vineyards, 
together with total vineyard reconstruction in parts of the Coteaux Chéry as walls are rebuilt and holdings simplified. The wines here 
have lovely freshness and minerality combined with wonderful citrus and tropical fruit flavours. 

White
 Marsanne, Collines Rhodaniennes  DRW05116 6bts £54
This wine used to be sold ‘under the counter’ as our allocation was so small. It is now available to all but we still get a small allocation 
so hurry if you want some. It is a really delicious melange of bananas, pears, peach and some creamy tangerine and ginger on the 
finish. 0-5 years.
 Saint-Joseph Blanc DRW02716 6bts £78
Marsanne 50%, Roussanne 50%, smooth and ripe, round and elegant, yellow fruit flavours and some balancing ripe apple acidity 
and herby notes. 0-5 years. 
 Condrieu DRW01816 6bts £147
Floral nose followed by a palate that brings together sweet apple, banana and apricot fruit. The finish is mineral, long and balanced. 
Classic Condrieu from one of the greatest exponents. 0-5 years.
 Condrieu, Coteaux de Chery DRW02016 6bts £180
Racier than the Chanson, and the fruit flavour is a little different with a hint of strawberry and pineapple joining the banana and 
apricot. Another very long finish, ginger and spice and all things nice. 2-9 years.
 Condrieu, Clos Chanson DRW05816 6bts £186
White flower aroma, in the mouth a complex array of fruits, mango, papaya, banana, clementine and apricot. The finish is long and 
creamy, the fruits linger on the tongue and there is a touch of mineral. Superb. 0-5 years.

Red
 Saint-Joseph Rouge DRR10216 6bts £75
Tasted from barrel this was nicely spicy and peppery, black cherries and plums fill the mouth. A firm finish but smooth, round and 
fresh. 0-5 years.
 Saint-Joseph, Les Grisières DRR05716 6bts £102
This is the one to keep a bit; the tannins are grippier. It has lovely crunchy black fruit along with drying mineral, salt and caramel 
and good length. Very good indeed. 3-9 years.

Domaine du Colombier, Tain l’Hermitage
Another very successful vintage here although Florent said it was a very difficult year to start with, including pruning the vines where 
the shoots, "were going off in all directions!" This was followed by mildew and some hail although by summer things had settled 
down and the harvest took place in September. Florent is very happy with the results, particularly for the ripe, juicy fruit and ripe 
tannins. The 2015s have more power and tannins, he says, but he likes the freshness and elegance of the 2016s very much, finding 
them "more classic." He thinks they will turn out like 2011, although he reminds us that "the future of wine is never clear."

White
 Crozes-Hermitage Blanc DRW05616 6bts £69
The whites are just so delicious this year; this Crozes is all creamy apricots and nuts with nice drying minerality and clean acidity. It 
is 90% Marsanne and 10% Roussanne. 0-5 years.
 Crozes-Hermitage Blanc, Cuvée Gaby DRW05716 6bts £99
Just a little more of everything: richness, peachy fruit, concentration, length and a touch of vanilla oakiness on the finish. A lovely 
classic Rhône white. 0-5 years. 
 Hermitage Blanc DRW01616 6bts £237
There is very little of this beauty made. It has real depth of flavour, intense yellow fruits and some oak to add intensity and some 
creaminess. 3-9 years.

Red
 Crozes-Hermitage Rouge DRR10816 6bts £66
Herbs and spice on the nose, red and blackberry fruit, this is an elegant Crozes with spicy minerality, fine ripe tannins and good 
length. 2-8 years.
 Crozes-Hermitage Rouge, Cuvée Gaby DRR05416 6bts £81
Crunchy black fruit, herbs and pepper, the Gaby has more weight and depth than the village Crozes, a more complex palate and 
super length. The tannins are ripe and the wine is fresh and fine. 3-9 years. 
 Hermitage Rouge DRR06716 6bts £219
Serious stuff, great depth and complexity, the same herby notes and red fruits intermingling with black cherry and spice. This is a 
super long wine with fine tannins and elegance. Excellent Hermitage. 5-15+ years.
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Pascal and Catherine Jamet, Arras
The hugely swollen Rhône made an impressive sight as it crashed into the flood defences in Arras - the Northern Rhône town which 
is home to the Jamets. We tasted both 2016 and the impressive (although very small in quantity) 2017s here. Pascal says that the 
2016s have great ‘aromatic intensity’ with plenty of delicate fruit and are not 'heavy’. The reds have juicy fruit and the tannins are 
not as strong as in 2015. Pascal has made a range of very attractive, fruit-driven wines.

White
 Saint-Joseph Blanc DRW06516 6bts £72 
The white is 100% Roussanne and it is super-ripe with layers of juicy peach and pear, a sprinkling of nuts and a splash of acidity to 
lift it. It is very good. 0-5 years.

Red
 Saint-Joseph, Tour d’Arras DRR05216 6bts £66
Pascal’s rather gareish purple labels reflect the general colour scheme in Arras; the bus stop is the same colour. The fruit too has a 
purple theme, with plums and cassis and raspberries too. Very juicy and very ripe with some spiciness on the finish. 0-5 years.
 Saint-Joseph, Les Traverses DRR14016 6bts £81
This is a ‘lieu-dit’ single vineyard on steep slopes above the village, clouded in mists and sleeting when we were there this year; but 
the wine was full of sun. It has tremendous depth and concentration, with ginger and pepper seasoning the black cherry fruit. 2-9 
years. 

Domaine Mucyn, Gervans
An attractive range of wines from the Mucyn family with soft, easy-going fruit and ripe tannins on the reds. Jean-Pierre said that the 
winter was so warm that the almond trees were blossoming in January, which he’d never seen before. After a fairly damp spring the 
summer was fine and the grapes harvested in perfect conditions. He says that the whites have great freshness and aromas and that 
overall it’s a vintage that shows the style of the different terroirs rather than an overall vintage ‘stamp’. The parcel of Cornas, which so 
impressed us last year, is growing in maturity and we have a little more availability this year.

White
 Saint-Joseph Blanc, Le Carats DRW06316 6bts £69
A fresh, precise style with attractive lemony fruit and good minerality. This is 100% Roussanne from a small site on an excellent 
south-facing slope. A portion is barrel-fermented and there is nine months lees maturation. 0-5 years.

Red
 Crozes-Hermitage Rouge, Les Entrecoeurs DRR05116 6bts £54
A soft, easy style of wine with good redcurrant fruit and attractive, ripe tannins on the finish. Hints of red cherries and spice too. For 
early drinking. 0-5 years.
 Saint-Joseph Rouge, Les Salamandres DRR12416 6bts £63
This shows plenty of robust red fruits on the palate, soft and fresh with good density and some structure. 40% is matured in barrique 
for a year. 3-9 years.
 Cornas,  Aquilon DRR12816 6bts £126
Dense and powerful wine with good minerality but also plenty of fruit, black and red with violets, truffles and liquorice as well. 18 
months in oak here. 3-9 years.

Pascal Jamet and the classic Gallic shrug! Orange sky near Orange
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Pierre Gaillard, Malleval
Another newcomer to our offers, Pierre has built up a very impressive vineyard holding since starting his career in wine. The son 
of a railway worker, there is no family history of winemaking but he studied viticulture and winemaking at university and began 
working in Côte-Rôtie. He now manages over 70 hectares of vines and also has estates in Faugères and Banyuls although the core is 
still Condrieu and Saint-Joseph with excellent parcels also in Cornas and Côte-Rôtie. We loved the supple fruit on Pierre’s wines but 
there is no ‘house style’ and all the individual terroirs are very clearly delineated.

White
 Saint-Péray Blanc DRW06916  6bts  £60
One of the least known of the Northern Rhône appellations, it is always worth seeking out the lesser wines in a fine vintage. This 
Marsanne/Roussanne blend has lovely peppery, lightly smoky notes on a lemony palate and a gentle feel to it. Soft yet lingering, with 
surprising length and weight. 0-5 years.
 Condrieu  DRW07116 6bts  £129
Condrieu is one of the great white wines of the world, the king of Viognier! Pierre strives to make an elegant style, helped by 
sourcing wines from two granite terroirs; one producing a more exuberant style, the other more mineral. This is super stuff: 
beautifully poised with lemons, peaches, apples and apricots. The finish is long nutty, full and fresh. 0-5 years.

Red
 Syrah ‘Terres de Mandrin’, Collines Rhodaniennes DRR15016 6bts £33
A very welcome addition to our list, this Syrah is simple pleasure, named after the Robin Hood of France. It has black plum fruit, 
with a touch of redcurrant, fresh and clean, soft and easy. 0-5 years.
 Crozes Hermitage DRR15716 6bts £66
From his daughter’s vineyard, the aim here is ‘fruity’, and we can report a success in this pursuit. Round and fleshy, blackcurrant and 
strawberry, soft and easy - not particularly tannic but with acidity to give it some bite. Very attractive. 0-5 years.
 Cornas DRR14816 6bts £129
This is a serious wine, masculine, as much good Cornas tends to be. It is from 1½ha near Saint-Péray, 70-year-old vines producing a 
spicy, full-bodied, structured wine with black cherry fruit and tremendous length - terrific, and a keeper. 5-15+ years.
 Saint-Joseph, Les Pierres DRR15616 6bts £123
From the valley of Malleval with its picturesque ancient stone village. This is quite a structured wine with great depth and 
concentration. Tons of fleshy black fruit and a touch of new oak bring everything together; harmonious and satisfying, this is a super 
wine! 3-9 years.
 Côte-Rôtie DRR14916 6bts £162
A violet-scented Syrah, with classic Côte-Rôtie elegance, furry soft tannins, juicy fruits and a very long ginger and spice finish. 
Fantastic wine. 5-15+ years.

The Dentelles de Montmirail and early morning mists

The wines in this offer are now available to buy online at  
www.tanners-wines.co.uk/rhone2016
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Domaines Paul Jaboulet Aîné
A welcome return to our offer, Domaine de Thalabert was a firm favourite through the 1980s and 1990s; and we are sure that many 
of you still have La Chapelle in your cellars from our offers of that time.  Jaboulet fell on harder times after the death of Gérard 
Jaboulet in 1997. In 2006 the company was bought by the Frey family, with substantial holdings in the champagne region and 
already owners of Château La Lagune in Bordeaux. With winemaker Caroline Frey at the helm the vineyards were set on a course 
towards the 2016 wines being certified organic. Winemaking is gentle with minimum intervention, the aim being to let the terroirs 
and vintages express themselves. They have holdings throughout the northern Rhône but the core is in Crozes-Hermitage and on the 
hill of Hermitage.  The domain wines from the 2016 vintage onwards will be sold by a small number of specialist merchants in the 
UK. A brief extract from Jeb Dunnuck and his scores are also included for your perusal.

Red
 Crozes-Hermitage, Domaine de Thalabert DRR05516  6bts £99
 Crozes-Hermitage, Domaine de Thalabert DRR05516H  12half £105
This is from the warm soils of the southern part of the appellation, covered with large pebbles. It has delicious round and supple 
fruit, silky and spicy with soft tannins. From vines of 40 to 60 years age there is good depth but the forward fruit means it can be 
drunk young. 3-9 years.  “A gem of a wine” JD 93-95 points. 
 Crozes-Hermitage, Domaine de Roure DRR16016  6bts £135
This is from a vineyard on the north side of the Hermitage hill bought by the Jaboulets in 1996. It is from granite soil so is very 
different in character to the Thalabert with excellent fresh red and black fruits and firmer tannins. Terrific concentration. 3-9 years. 
“Terrific dark fruits” JD 93-95 points.
 Saint-Joseph, La Croix des Vignes DRR16116  6bts £141
From the historic heart of Saint-Joseph between Mauves and Tournon this is a swish, attractive wine with an excellent core of 
blackberry fruit and ripe tannins on the finish. For many years it was part of the generic Saint Joseph blend but has been a separate 
cuvée since 2009. 3-9 years. “Côte-Rôtie vibe here” JD 92-94 points.
 Cornas, Domaine de Saint Pierre DRR16216  6bts £198
This is packed full of dense black fruits, black currants and blackberries backed up by good tannins and underlying minerality. It has 
an excellent spicy character and really good, ripe fruit. The vineyard is at 400 metres so harvests very late, a month after some of the 
other Jaboulet vineyards. 5-15+ years. “Gorgeous, seductive Cornas” JD 92-94 points.
 Côte-Rôtie, Les Pierrelles DRR16316  6bts £231
A supremely pure and elegant style of Côte-Rôtie. With no Viognier in the blend it has very attractive red currant fruit with soft 
tannins and is very juicy and well balanced. Silky and long, from the southern, Côte Blonde, part of the appellation. 5-15+ years. 
“Supple, polished and elegant” JD 92-94 points.
 Hermitage, La Maison Bleue DRR15916   6bts  £216
From the eastern part of the hill where the soil is deeper. It has wonderful depth of soft fruit, plummy and rich, blackberries and 
spice with real density and excellent ripe tannins to give structure. From vines of 40 to 60 years old. 3-9 years “smoking good” JD 
94-96 points
 Hermitage, La Chapelle DRR07016  6bts  £696
This is always sourced from the western part of the hill and consists largely of fruit from Le Méal backed up with some from 
Bessards. It shows hugely concentrated black, plummy fruits, very intense with sweet tannins and hints of smoke and spice. 5-15+ 
years. “shines in the vintage” JD 95-97 points.

Square in Tain near Jaboulet's offices with the Hermitage Vineyards behind.
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THE CELLARS
Ready-made collections for your cellar

CELLAR A – Affordable Côtes du Rhône
Four wonderful value wines for drinking young. 
Four red wines, 12 of each for just £198 
(Saving you a further £24. £4.13 av price/per bottle en 
primeur)

 Côtes du Rhône, Domaine La Collière     
 Côtes du Rhône, Château Courac 
 Côtes du Rhône-Villages, Arbouse, Cave Coteaux
 Côtes du Rhône, Domaine de l'Amandine

48 bottles

CELLAR B – Provençal Rhône Villages
Five southern Rhône villages and a cracking new Ventoux. 
Superb examples all illustrating the wonderful character of 
the fruit in 2016. They can be drunk now or kept for five 
years.
Six red wines, 6 of each for just £252 (Saving you a further 
£18. £7.00 av price per bottle en primeur)

 Signargues, Famille Gonnet
 Vacqueyras, Cuvée Saint Roch, Le Clos des Cazaux
 Vinsobres, Cornuds, Famille Perrin
 Beaumes-de-Venises, Domaine des Bernardins
 Ventoux, Martinelle
 Rasteau Touillères, Domaine La Collière

 

36 bottles

CELLAR C – Affordable Whites
The white wines of the Rhône are simply delicious in 2016, 
white fruit flavours are to the fore, so too apricots and 
pears. They are ripe and fresh and best drunk within five 
years of the vintage.
Four white wines, 6 of each for just £174 (Saving you a 
further £12. £7.25 av price per bottle en primeur)

 Côtes du Rhône Blanc, Domaine La Collière
 Côtes du Rhône Blanc, Roussanne, Ch du Trignon
 Saint-Péray Blanc, Domaine Pierre Gaillard
 Côtes du Rhône Blanc, Marsanne, Ch du Trignon

24 bottles

CELLAR D – Famous Villages
These four wines represent some of the very best of the 
whole region with a Cornas and a Crozes-Hermitage 
representing the North and a Gigondas and a Châteauneuf-
du-Pape the South.
Four red wines, 6 of each for just £423 (Saving you a 
further £24. £17.63 av price per bottle en primeur)

 Crozes-Hermitage, Cuvée Gaby, Colombier
 Gigondas, Les Racines, Les Pallières, Famille Brunier
 Cornas, Domaine Gaillard
 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine Giraud           

24 bottles

All smiles from 2016 Rhône (see the website for the names of all of our lovely producers)


